Recommended Discipline- and Department-Aligned Subjects for LibGuide Database Assets

*Indicates that subject already is defined in Libguides

Yellow – Liaison has approved subject and received assignment worksheet

Green – Liaison has returned assignment worksheet; assignments entered in LibGuides

Blue – Liaison has approved elimination or consolidation of subject

Red – Liaison has recommended subject and received worksheet; however, ownership is unclear

Accounting* [Bob]
Africana Studies
Anthropology* [Ruth]
Art*
Biology*
Biostatistics [Tony]
Business* [Bob]
Chemistry* [Paolo]
Civil Engineering & Construction Management [Ruth]
Communications
Community Health [Tony]
Computer Science
Construction Management [Ruth]
Criminal Justice and Criminology
Curriculum and Instruction
Economics* [Bob]
Education*
Educational Leadership
Electrical Engineering [Ruth]
Engineering* [Ruth]
English
Environmental Health [Tony]
Epidemiology [Tony]
Finance* [Bob]
Foreign Languages*
General Studies
Geology & Geography [Paolo]
Health [Tony]
Health Policy [Tony]
History*
Human Ecology
Information Systems* [Bob]

Information Technology
International Studies [Paolo]
Irish Studies*
Kinesiology
Law & Justice [re Bulloch law]
Literature* [combine w/ English?]
Logistics & Supply Chain Management [Bob]
Management* [Bob]
Manufacturing Engineering
Marketing [Bob]
Mathematics* [Jessica]
Mechanical Engineering [Ruth]
Military Science* [Bob]
Music*
Nursing*
Philosophy*
Physical Education and Athletics [Lisa]
Physics* [Paolo]
Political Science*
Psychology*
Public Administration*
Public and Nonprofit Management [Bob]
Public Health [Tony]
Religious Studies [rename existing]
Rural Health [Tony]
Social Gerontology
Sociology* [Ruth]
Supply Chain Management [Bob]
Teaching and Learning
Theatre
Women’s and Gender Studies
Writing & Linguistics